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Described as â€œfresh, innovative, and intelligent,â€• H uman Geography: Places and Regions in
Global Context is acclaimed for its modern global approach, conceptual rigor, engaging real-world
applications, and stunning visual program. Knox and Marston foster awareness of current issues
and developing trends from a geographic perspective, and provide a solid foundation in the
fundamentals of human geography. The authors give meaning to people and places by integrating
compelling local, regional, and global viewpoints. By providing access to the latest ideas, concepts,
and theories, the text not only builds studentsâ€™ knowledge about places and regions, but
deepens their understanding of the interdependence of places and regions in a globalizing world.
The Sixth Edition extends Knox/Marstonâ€™s modern approach, while making the book more
accessible to a wider audience.
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I had to get this book for class and honestly, it's the hardest textbook I've ever had to read. It's very
dense and my instructor even remarked that he had a really hard time getting through it. Not sure
why it was used, but be prepared to take a lot of notes, dissect paragraphs, and be thrown off by the
poorly displayed graphs, maps, and diagrams that were often skewed.

the book came in a poor condition on the out side but the inside was clean and like it was unused.
the price that my book store had this book at was way too much for a class I will only take once in
life so I couldn't make a decision on buying that book so I bought it from here and used it for the

entire quarter. I ended up getting a 4.0 gpa in class because the condition of the book was nice and
I was able to read things clearly, I mean I did study and got 4.0 not that this book will magically get
you a 4.0 gpa. don't expect that and do study. but my point is that the book was great, no pages
were missing and all was in place. great condition

This book, upon arrival was in a fairly dented box. I am unsure if the damage to the book was
because of said box trauma, however even for a used book it is incredibly battered. The entire
bottom right hand side is bent up and every single page is bent and warped. There is some water
damage there which isn't too concerning to me normally however some of the text is difficult to read
because of said water damage and the bent pages. The cover of the book is also Heavily creases
and the spine is starting to fall apart. Over all the book will serve its purpose, however I cannot say I
am fully satisfied with my purchase and I would suggest doing more research before purchasing
from this seller in the future.

An excellent text book. For the level it is recommended for (intro college/AP), some of the
information is almost too extensive, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. There are no review
questions at the end of chapters, which is a key tool for studying, summarizing/outlining, and review.

This book is pretty good except it is extremly lengthy in small texts. At first glance, it looks terrible
but as I read through the book all the way to the end, this boook covers most of geographical
concepts that other book has and explained in details with examples from current as well as past
events. Also have some pictures throughout the book to guide the readers with text in
understanding it. Also have glossary and bolded texts to help as well.

This is a good textbook, it has a lot of information to read but it is not difficult to understand. The
definitions are in bold and the index is extremely helpful.

Altho I didn't need this book immediately, it came in a fast fashion. Brand new paperback with the
film seal over it fully intact. Minus one star because two corners plus one entire side on the back is
very noticably bent (see photo). I suspect that part's due to a machine as it wraps and seals the
book in it's aforementioned seal. Other than that minor fault everything was great.

I purchased this as a required book for one of my classes and found it very helpful throughout the

class.
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